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and macÂ .I don't understand how

you got there. If you're going to use
personal names for blog names, at

least be consistent. Ex:
steelersfourthquarter or

steelersfirstandthirdquarter is not
very good. My point is that when I
click on the link you posted, I see a
Steeler-thirdquarter.com blog. Not a
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steelersfourthquarter blog. Is there a
name for the entire thirdquarter of

the steelers? I'd really appreciate it if
you would explain this to me in a little
more detail. Thanks! If I click on your
link I get the third quarter report but
no fourth quarter part. I guess I must
have put the word "fourth" in the link
somewhere. Maybe it was here: This

is the short one you were referring to:
There are 2 parts. If I click on the link

you posted, I get the third quarter
part with the link to the second part

which brings me to the fourth quarter
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part. Is that what you had in mind?
Also, when you put the?p=11645 in,
did you mean this link: Yes, you can

not find one for the 3rd quarter in the
NFL. You can also never find one for a
team in another sport. But it's pretty

fun in fantasy to bring up guys on
other teams on the Steelers list and
to see how they are doing. Or how

you are doing if you have a fantasy of
your own. And of course you can

always bump your own thread up with
your favorite players. I understand I

did get the third quarter part and not
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the fourth quarter part. Is there no
way to get to the fourth quarter part?
Sorry I am not very computer savvy.
Maybe I'm not going to apropriate

page on the website.
Steelersfourthquarter wrote:I don't
understand how you got there. If

you're going to use personal names
for blog names, at least be

consistent. Ex: steelersfourthquarter
or steelersfirstandthirdquarter is not
very good. My point is that when I
click on the link you posted, I see
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